Abstract. We generalize a theorem of Steiner and Steiner and use it to obtain new results concerning remainders for completely regular spaces. Both the locally compact and the nonlocally compact cases are considered.
Introduction. The nature of what one added to a completely regular space in order to compactify it has been considered almost from the beginning of the theory. For example, Cech [2] was concerned about the cardinality of /?N\N. It was not until the mid-1960's, however, that the topological properties of remainders was studied in a concerted fashion. Magill, in a series of papers [8] , [9] , [10] discovered and developed conditions on a space X which would guarantee that members of a certain class of continua would be remainders of X. This theory was extended by Rogers [14] and Chandler [3, 7.8 ] to conclude that if X is locally compact and not pseudocompact then any compact space containing a dense continuous image of R is a remainder of X. One of the useful results in this area has been a theorem of Steiner and Steiner [15] . Here we generalize this theorem and use it to obtain some new results on remainders. Throughout we follow the general terminology of [3] . In particular, all spaces will be assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff. A remainder of X is any aX \ X where aX is a compactification of X.
1. The locally compact case. Throughout this section we assume all spaces to be locally compact. If /: X -> Y is continuous and Y is compact then £ (/} will denote the set n {clYf(X \ F)\F E X is compact}. Theorem 1. £{/} is a remainder of X.
Proof. First, we show that if X is not compact then £{/} is not empty. We do this by showing (clYf(X \ F)\F Ç X is compact} is a family of closed subsets of Y which has the finite intersection property. For suppose not. Then there is a family {Fx, . . . , Fn) of compact subsets of X for which c\Yf(X \ Fx) n • • • n clr/(A-\ F") = 0. Thus Y -Gx U • • U Gn where G, = Y\ c\Yf(X \ F,). Then X = f~x(Gx) U • • • U f~\G"). Now G, EY\f(X\ F¡) U • • • U F", which is compact. This contradiction assures us that £{/} Let /": ßX^> Y extend /. We claim that fß(ßX \ X) = £{/}. Since fß(ßX \ X) is compact, all we need to show is thatfß(ßX \ X) is contained in and dense in £{/}. For any compact F G X we have cl^A \ F) n (ßX \ X) = ßX \ X so that fß(ßX \ X) G clYf(X \ F). Since F is arbitrary, we conclude thatfß(ßX \ X) G £{/}. Ufß(ßX \ X) is not dense in £{/} then there is a point p G £{/} and a compact neighborhood U of p such that U n fß(ßX \ X) = 0. Then G = (fß)~](U) G X G ßX, and since U is
We have now shown that £{/} is a continuous image of ßX \ X. By a theorem of Magill [8] it follows that £(/} is a remainder of A. Proof. That (1) implies £(/} = Y is obvious. The hypothesis of (2) implies /(A \ F) n Z ¥= 0 for any compact F G X and any zero set Z G Y. Since any point in Y has a base of zero set neighborhoods, it follows that /(A \ F) is dense in Y for each compact F G X. Similarly the hypothesis of (3) implies that f~x(p) is contained in no compact F G X. Thus D G /(A \ F) and we conclude that/(A \ F) is dense in Y for each compact F G X.
The theorem that (1) implies £{/} = Y is the result of Steiner and Steiner referred to in the Introduction. That (3) implies £{/} = Y is due to Magill [8] . We can use this corollary to obtain an old remainder theorem originally due to Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] (although it was stated somewhat differently) and improved by Engelking [5] . Since there are separable compact spaces with cardinality 2C, we conclude that there are remainders of N with this cardinality. Thus | ßW \ N| > 2C.
Cech had observed that |)SN\N| < 2C. Thus | ßN \ N| = 2e, a result originally due to Pospisil [12] . Mrórwka [11] apparently was the first to discover this technique of proof. We can also use Theorem 1 to give a necessary and sufficient condition for a space to have a remainder consisting of exactly tj points. The first to characterize such spaces was Magill [7] . We use his result to obtain ours. Let Tn denote all points in R" on the positive coordinate axes whose distance to the origin is less than or equal to 1. (T" is the "n-ode", the obvious generalization of the triode.) Let {ex, . . ., en) denote the set of endpoints in T", namely those points with one coordinate equal to 1 and all the others zero.
Theorem 2. X has an n-point remainder if and only if there is a map f: X^Tnwith t{f) = {ex,...,en).
Proof. The "if" part is immediate from Theorem 1. Conversely, suppose X has a compactification with an n-point remainder. By Magill's theorem referred to above, it is possible to write X = K u G, u • • • U G", where K is compact, G, is open, G, U K is not compact, G,C\ K = 0, G, n G, = 0 if i #y, for / = 1, 2, . . . , n. In the compactification aX which Magill constructs using this representation of X we have each G, associated with a point p¡ in aX \ X. Let g¡: ctX -> [0, 1] be defined in such a way that g¡(p¡) = 1 and gj(aX \ [G, u {/>,}]) = 0. Define f:X^>Tn by letting the 7th coordinate of /(/) be equal to g¡(t). Since for a given point t E aX at most one g¡ is different from zero at t, it is clear that/(í) E Tn.
If / = f\x then (e" . . . , en) E £{/}. For any point t E Tn with t ^ e" 7 = 1, 2, . . . , tj, we can choose a compact neighborhood U of t in Tn with no e¡ in U. f~\U)=f~x(U) which is compact. / E clf(X \/"'(£/)) so that t $ £{/}. Therefore £{/} = {ex,..., en). and £{y » (/|x)} -yi;0\ I?.
Note that the requirement that each {/7,} be a zero set in tiY. is satisfied, for example, if each/7, has a countable neighborhood base in aX. Then each {/»,} would be a closed Gs set in the normal space aX. By [6. p. 15] , each {/?,} would then be a zero set in aX.
Lemma If a: X -> aX is the inclusion map then £{a} = aX \ X. Proof. By the lemma aA \ A = £{a} = n £ ,cl a (A \ F¡) (the second equality is easily verified). This set is connected since it is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact connected subsets. Corollary 3. R" has only connected remainders for n > 1. Thus R" has no remainders with cardinality < c (except the one-point remainder) if n > 1.
2. The nonlocally compact case. The remainder question for spaces which fail to have compact neighborhoods for some of their points is considerably more difficult and very little has been done. Rayburn [13] has obtained a result analogous to the one by Magill which was cited in the proof of Theorem 1. Using this, we are able to extend Theorem 1 to the nonlocally compact case. Denote by R (A) the set of points of A which have no compact neighborhoods.
A continuous map /: A -» Y is closed at x G X if for every neighborhod U of f~x(f(x)) there is a neighborhood of V of f(x) for which f~x(V) G U. f is perfect at x if it is closed at x and/~'(/(x))
is compact. Note that / is closed (perfect) if and only if it is closed (perfect) at each x G A. We see that f~\W) n V =£0, a contradiction.
(ii) By assumption, fß | R(^X) is 1-1. The hypothesis that/is closed at x for each x says thatf\R(X) = fß\R(X) is a closed map. Thus fß\Rm is a homeomorphism.
(iii) Immediate from (i).
Applying Rayburn's Theorem 1.3, we conclude that £(/} \f(R(X)) is a remainder of X. We use Theorem 3 to establish a remainder theorem for a space X for which R(X) is a singleton which is contained in a compact subset with countable character. and if x $ F we have On E X \ {x) for some tj so that/(x) > 2 ".It follows that/-'(/(/?)) =/~'(0) = F. We must show that/is closed at/?. Let t/be a neighborhood of F. There is an tj for which On E U. For x £ On we have /(x) > 2"". Thus, for the neighborhood V = [0, 2"") of f(p) = 0 we have /"'(F) Ç. U. We conclude that/is perfect at/7. By Theorem 3 it follows that £{/} \f(R(X)) E (0, 1] is a remainder of *. Corollary.
If X is realcompact and R(X) = {p) where X has a countable neighborhood base at p, then (0, I] is a remainder of X.
